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Abstract. This article presents selected methods of converting solar 
energy into electricity: photovoltaic cells (PV), converters which use 
photon-enhanced thermionic emission (PETE), and near-field enhanced 
thermionic energy conversion systems (NETEC). PETE and NETEC 
systems are innovative solutions that use the thermionic emission 
phenomenon and can replace photovoltaic generation of electricity. We did 
a comparative analysis of such issues as: structure, principle of operation, 
working temperature and with particular emphasis - efficiency.  
A comparison of these parameters is shown in the graphs and summarized 
in the table. Based on the analysis, we have drawn conclusions about 
previous achievements and development perspectives in the field of 
converting methods. 

1 Introduction 
Percentage share of renewable energy sources in total electricity generation is still slight. 
The increase in this share is very important for reduction of environmental pollution, and 
energy security in the long-term perspective. Especially, the use of solar energy requires 
a refinement and improvement of converting efficiency. In this article we made 
a comparison of converting methods: photovoltaic cells (PV), converters which use photon-
enhanced thermionic emission (PETE), and near-field enhanced thermionic energy 
conversion systems (NETEC). 

2 Principle of operation  
PV cells are fundamentally made up of a PN joint. The schematic diagram is presented 
in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. PV cell – electricity generation principle. 
 

PV cell generates voltage only if photon flux energy is greater than the semiconductor 
bandgap. When a load is connected to the terminals of the "p" and "n" areas, an electric 
current will flow. Electricity generation requires a large amount of costly solar cells, 
because intensity of solar radiation is low on the Earth (usually less than 1,000 W/m2) [1, 2]. 
Reduction of number of solar cells and an increase in the conversion performance can be 
achieved by the application of concentrating PV. This solution uses reflective mirrors 
(or refractive optic lenses) to concentrate sunlight onto solar cells [3, 4]. As the temperature 
of PV cell increases, the output voltage and conversion efficiency decrease. This is 
a significant disadvantage, especially in the summer, which is the sunniest season of the 
year in the northern hemisphere of the Earth. 

The solution for the problem of heating and decreasing efficiency of PV cells may be 
the use of a PETE converter [5], which converts solar energy into electricity using solar 
photovoltaic and thermionic emission phenomena. An increase of cell temperature is 
potentially advantageous, because it increases the share of thermionic emission in the 
energy balance. PETE converter consists of semiconductor cathode and metallic anode. 
They are separated with vacuum or gas (usually cesium vapor). The band scheme of PETE 
converter is presented in Fig. 2. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Band scheme of PETE converter, hv – a quantum of light, Eg – energy bandgap, EF – Fermi 
level, EF, n – quasi Fermi level, χ – electron affinity, φC – cathode work function, φA – anode work 
function, Vout – output voltage that can be set aside for the receiver R [5, 6]. 
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Emission of electron into the vacuum area and then to the anode takes place by a part of 
the photon energy needed to excite the electron from the valence band to the conduction 
band. It also takes place by part of the photon energy, in the form of thermal energy, 
necessary to overcome energy barrier defined by electron affinity of the cathode material. 
In this way, the energy of light quanta is used to a much higher degree than photovoltaic 
processing. Electrons in the valence band are excited into the conduction band under the 
influence of absorbed photons, whose energy hv is greater than the semiconductor bandgap 
Eg. It causes a significant increase in their concentration in the conduction band [7]. 

Surplus of photons energy, in relation to the semiconductor bandgap Eg, is transmitted 
to the crystal lattice in the form of thermal energy (in the process of thermalization). 
Electrons, whose energy is greater than the electron affinity χ of cathode material, are 
emitted to the vacuum and received by the anode. 

The output voltage, according to the diagram shown in Fig. 2, equals: 
 

𝑉𝑉��� � �� � ��                                                       (1) 
 

The increase in the value of the quasi-Fermi level, due to the increase in the 
concentration of photoelectrons in the conduction band, increases the density of the 
thermionic emission current. In the case of PETE cells, the cathode work function ϕK 
should equal 1.4 eV, similarly as PV cells [6, 8]. The work function of anode ϕA should be 
as small as possible to obtain the maximum output voltage. 

NETEC system is the solution to convert heat power to electricity directly from heat 
sources, which have temperature in the range of 800–1,600 K. It is made of p-type low-
bandgap semiconductor cathode (such as InSb, GaSb or InAs) and metallic anode, 
separated with a vacuum gap. The scheme of NETEC system is presented in Fig. 3. Sub-
wavelength gap distance between cathode and heat source (thermal emitter) is the 
exceptional feature of the NETEC. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Scheme of a NETEC system representing its carrier transport mechanisms and heat transfer (not 
scaled) [9], dg – gap distance between the cathode and a thermal emitter, dc – thickness of the cathode. 
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Fig. 4. shows the energy barriers and work functions for either the anode and cathode. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Energy graph of NETEC converter [9], hv – a quantum of light, Eg – energy bandgap,  
EF – Fermi level, EF, n – quasi Fermi level, χC – cathode electron affinity, φC – cathode work function, 
φA – anode work function. 
 

NETEC converter combines near-field thermal radiation with photon-enhanced 
thermionic energy conversion. Photon-enhanced thermionic emission make use of photon 
energy absorption by illumination of p-type semiconductor cathode. An increase of electron 
concentration in the conduction band is caused by electrons photoexcitation. Additionally, 
overflow of photon energy above the bandgap is converted to heat through thermalization, 
which contributes to the thermal excitation of electrons. Another heat source to the cathode 
is the intromission of sub-bandgap photon energy because of lattice vibrations or 
impurities. A significant quantity of electrons can be photoexcited by near-field thermal 
radiation owing to subwavelength gap distance between thermal emitter and cathode. 
It contributes to amplification of thermionic current density.  

3 Conversion efficiency 
Efficiency is defined as the ratio of the generated electrical power P to the supplied thermal 
power Q: 
 

𝜂𝜂 � �
�                                                                  (2) 

 
For the ideal PV cell, maximum efficiency is about 42% (energy bandgap Eg ≈ 1.15 eV, 

anode temperature TA = 450 K, light concentration: ×3000) [5]. 
For PETE converter (GaN), maximum efficiency is about 48% (energy bandgap  

Eg ≈ 1.4 eV, anode temperature TA = 450 K, light concentration: ×3000) [5]. 
In the case of NETEC system, its energy conversion efficiency should be defined as the 

ratio of the electrical power output, PNETEC, to the heat input to the NETEC system, or near-
field thermal radiation absorbed by the cathode, QE → C [9]: 

 
𝜂𝜂����� � ������

����
                                                        (3) 
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𝜂𝜂����� � ������

����
                                                        (3) 

For NETEC system, maximum efficiency is about 44% (cathode electron affinity  
χC ≈ 1.4 eV, emitter temperature TE = 2,000 K, anode temperature TA = 300 K, anode work 
function φA = 0.7 eV, the vacuum gap distance between emitter and cathode dg = 100 nm, 
thickness of the cathode dc = 1.5 μm, doping concentration of the cathode: 2.4 ×1018 cm−3, 
cathode material: p-doped In0,53Ga0,47As) [9]. The above results do not take into account the 
impact of space charges between the cathode and anode of NETEC system, which cause the 
repelling between the electrons traversing the gap [10, 11, 12]. Based on results obtained in 
papers [5, 9], the dependences of efficiency on temperature for PETE and NETEC have 
been elaborated (Fig.5 – Fig.7).  

 

 
Fig. 5. The dependence of efficiency on temperature (cathode electron affinity χC = 0.6 eV). 
 

For cathode electron affinity χC = 0.6 eV, the conversion efficiency of NETEC is higher 
than PETE in full analysed range. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. The dependence of efficiency on temperature (cathode electron affinity χC = 0.8 eV). 
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For cathode electron affinity χC = 0.8 eV, the conversion efficiency of PETE is higher 
than NETEC, if temperature is below 700°C. Above this temperature the conversion 
efficiency of NETEC is higher than PETE. 
 

 
Fig. 7. The dependence of efficiency on temperature (cathode electron affinity χC = 1 eV). 

 
The above plots show that the conversion efficiency increases as the cathode electron 

affinity rises. Table 1 presents the features of each method [5, 9]. 
 

Table 1. A comparison of converting methods. 

 PV PETE NETEC 

Structure 
cathode - 

semiconductor, 
anode - semiconductor 

cathode - 
semiconductor,  
anode - metal 

cathode - p-type 
semiconductor with 

a low-bandgap, 
anode - metal 

Gap between 
electrodes no (PN joint) yes (vacuum or gas) yes 

Working 
temperature relatively low high high 

Influence of 
temperature 

increase 
efficiency decreases efficiency increases efficiency increases 

Light 
concentration 

it requires a strong 
concentration of light 

it requires a strong 
concentration of light not necessary 

Solar tracking 
system not necessary necessary not necessary 

Work in a hybrid 
system 

for example: heating 
system 

for example: with 
Stirling engine - 

Maximum 
efficiency ~ 42% ~ 48% ~ 44% 

Temperature TA ≈ 450 K TA ≈ 450 K TE = 2,000 K 
TA = 300 K 

Work function ~ 1.4 eV (cathode) ~ 1.4 eV (cathode) 0.7 eV (anode) 
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4 Conclusion 
PETE and NETEC systems open new ways to use solar energy in electricity generation. 
They reach higher conversion efficiency and do not need such advanced light concentration 
systems as PV cells. These new methods can generate electricity at higher temperature and 
exploit the solar energy to a much higher degree than PV cells. These reasons make the 
above solutions highly attractive. Development of PETE and NETEC systems can 
contribute to the growth of percentage share of renewable energy sources in total electricity 
generation. 
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